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The Moorhead Receiver—Annihilator of Time

and Distance

RULY the last fifty years have been the

T greatest in point of achievement in in

ventions, increasing the senses of man,

giving him control of time and distance. When

we knew nothing of the telephone and the tele

graph, and long before wireless communication

was the acknowledged success it is today, we

spoke of “annihilating distance!” We anni

hilated distance with a fast running horse, we

did the same wonderful thing with the steam

railroad and the telegraph and the telephone,

and long before that with Fulton's 5-mile-an

hour steamboat.

Then, too, we had the wireless telegraph; this

was a marvel, remarkable in its present day

development, but it has remained for a San

Francisco inventor to place in the hands of the

United States and allied governments a means

of such annihilation which pales all others into

insignificance.

This is the vacuum valve which is the true

car of a radio set. Without some form of

detector radio communication would be impos

sible, also the more sensitive the detector is the

greater distances can be covered. This vacuum

valve is by far the most sensitive device known.

By the addition of one of these valves to any

wireless equipment the range is increased many

times. Before the perfection of the vacuum

valve a distance of 3000 miles was considered

very good but the ranges of communication are

now governed only by the size of the earth when

the valve as perfected by Moorhead is used.

This is the invention of Mr. Otis B. Moorhead,

now of the Moorhead Laboratories, of which

his close associate, Mr. S. F. Harris, is the presi

dent and Mr. Henry East, secretary-treasurer.

Probably a word as to Mr. Moorhead is nec

essary before giving any sort of description of

his receiving device. Mr. Moorhead is a young

man, he is only 27 years of age. But this is an

era of accomplishment by young men, a time

of great achievement. Of course, when the

years devoted exclusively to the study of air

transmission by Mr. Moorhead are taken in

consideration his youth is forgotten, for his

interest and subsequent research began when

the ordinary youth gives his time to mere

growth and lumbers around in what is known

as the calf age. Mr. Moorhead was an authority

on this subject when still in his teens. And

when the statement is made that more than ten

years of continual research and experimenta

tion has been carried on and compressed in a

territory or space of less than two and one-half

inches in diameter, the amount of study and

patient toil given over to his tasks is something

to almost appal. Within that small space, a

glass bulb, he has contracted all that is known

about radio activity, as far as concerns the

receiving of messages, the plucking of the

spoken or the code messages, transmitted either

by the Morse System or by the spoken word,

from the atmosphere.

These developments, these discoveries, these

adjustments of his ideas with those of others,

this use of new elements and old, have all been

made under our noses, vulgarly speaking, and

we have not been made aware of it. And, in

that small bulb are still greater undiscovered

possibilities, other elements not yet harnessed

to the use of man, just as marvelous and inspir

ing as those which, today, through Mr. Moor

head's discoveries, are made to do the work of

governments in defeating the enemy. Through

the use of this bulb, an innocent looking affair

of glass, a round globe with an imprisoned wire

spring, enclosed in a tube, Uncle Sam listens to

what may be said at Nauen, Germany, at Shang

hai, or anywhere on the face of the globe,

through wireless telegraphy or telephony.

Permanent records on wax and photograph

films have been made of signals sent by German

stations and have been decoded by experts.

This is done on the Pacific Coast and signals

emanating from Hanover, Germany, are pho

tographed by using this sensitive vacuum valve.

A technical description would be of no ben

efit to the reader and it might be harmful in

revealing certain principles of great value to the

enemy. The apparatus used in connection with

the bulb has nothing that is new or startling in

its make-up. It is a modification of the ordinary

receiving wireless apparatus. The message is

taken from the air through antennae in the same

way as the ordinary wireless message but in

the wireless telegraph, which Marconi patented

in 1897, the receiving apparatus antennae was

placed in circuit with a coherer and a small
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battery for operating, through a relay, the

ordinary telegraphic receiver.

In the matter of telephony all that need be

said is that the transmitter causes fluctuations

in waves and that these in turn affect the

receiver.

Mr. Moorhead is the logical successor of

Joseph Henry, Hertz, Oliver Lodge and many

others. His invention, in its practical operation,

is as far ahead of the Marconi receiver as the

modern ocean carrier is over the original pad

dle-wheel steamer.

Soon after the Marconi wireless became a

practical thing, the stumbling block in receiving

the faint impulses given by powerful stations,

thousands of miles away, became apparent and

the needs of the wireless service dictated that

something should be done to overcome its short

comings in that direction. Wireless communi

cation has, at no time, been an intricate thing

in its broadest principles or application. Men

knew the principle and even children applied

it and the wireless neighborhood plant became

quite a common thing.

But the Marconi device, perfect as the world

thought it, fell far short of accomplishment and

Marconi and others, among them De Forest,

Fleming, Braun, Eccles, and Fessenden, con

tinually working at the possibility of over

coming the difficulties found in the coherer

apparatus. Moorhead solved it, after De Forest,

and a few others, came very near the solution

but fell short. Edison discovered the clue, but,

at the time of the discovery, antedating any of

the others, wireless telegraphy was a laboratory

experiment. Edison took out a patent on his

idea but, after the lapse of years, the patent died

and the idea, too. Moorhead adapted all that

the others knew and then applied himself to a

study of known elements, and after attempting

the capture of the waves fluctuations, in their

faintest character, he, like the others, had to

confess himself beaten, until he hit upon a prin

ciple, which may be roughly described as addi

tion and subtraction. By the development of the

ordinary incandescent bulb into a cage for the

capture and holding of the wave fluctuation,

through a small platinum spring encased in a

metal tube (pure nickel), and the creation of

currents, hitherto unused in this manner, the

wave fluctuation of whatever intensity, or the

lack thereof, was acutely registered. Making

use of the opposing elements that had hitherto
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